STANDARD XI - PRACTICAL EXAM – MARCH 2020

Physics : Practical Exam 30 Marks

1. Rough Journal – 05 Marks
2. Experiment – 10 Marks
3. Activity ( Graph Plotting ) + Log calculation – 05 + 05 Marks
4. Viva – 05 Marks

Chemistry : Practical Exam 30 Marks

1. Rough Journal – 05 Marks
2. Experiment – 05 Marks
3. Viva – 05 Marks

Mathematics : Practical Exam 20 Marks

1. Attempt Any Four questions out of Six questions - 05 Marks for each question
2. Questions will be asked from XIth Std Textbook
   a) Trignometry I – Ex 2.1
   b) Straight Line - Ex 5.1

Biology : Practical Exam 30 Marks

1. Rough Journal – 10 Marks
2. Experiment - 20 Marks

English : Practical - Oral Exam 20 Marks - Dictation

Hindi : Practical - Oral Exam 20 Marks – Dictation

Information Technology : Practical Exam 20 Marks

1. Program Execution - 10 Marks
2. Viva - 10 Marks

Computer Science : Practical Exam 100 Marks

1. Rough Journal – 20 Marks
2. Program Execution – 70 Marks  [2 programs (C++ and VB) each 35 Marks]
3. Viva – 10 Marks
Electrical Maintenance : Practical Exam 120 Marks

1. Rough Journal – 30 Marks
2. Experiment – 40 Marks
3. Class Performance – 20 Marks
4. Viva – 30 Marks

Psychology : Practical Exam 20 Marks

1. Worksheet for 20 Marks
2. 20 MCQ’s will be asked from XIth std Textbook
3. Refer All the chapters from XIth Textbook (Textbook back MCQ’s will be asked)

NOTE:

Practical Examination schedule will be updated in the regular college timetable.